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INTRODUCTION
The spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic has led to massive changes in  
the lives of children and families. 

Much has been written about the effects of the 
pandemic for adults, such as health concerns, 
loss of employment and changes to lifestyles. 
However, less is known about the effects of the 
pandemic for children. This book documents 
a range of children’s experiences of the 
coronavirus pandemic throughout 2020, from 
the perspective of the children themselves. 

The book is the culmination of an OMEP History 
project that collected artwork from children five 
years of age or younger, living in cities, towns, 
and rural locations Australia-wide. 

The children were encouraged by educators at 
their early childhood centres to submit artwork 
responding to the following prompts:

 How I feel about COVID-19

 Something I enjoyed during COVID-19

 Something I missed during COVID-19

At the time of writing, the pandemic continues 
to impact the lives of children. The book forms 
a collection of artworks as part of a special 
commemoration of children’s experiences. It 
aims to maintain attention on the rights of 
children for future generations as the health 
crisis continues.
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Artist: Clementine



OUR 
NEW FACES
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“It was a time of great 
uncertainty. Mask wearing became 

part of everyday life. Children were still 
familiar with each other but were together for 

longer times. Some children missed their best 
friends and wondered why their friends were not 
at their early childhood centre.” 

Educator
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Artist: Ellie
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Artist: Name not provided.
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Artist: Florence
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Artist: Liam
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Artist: Audrey
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Artist: Annika
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Artist: Name not provided.
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Artist: Gemma
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Artist: Name not provided.
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Artist: Name not provided.
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Artist: Florence
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Artist: Name not provided.
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Artist: Gemma
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Artist: Alkira



OUR 
FEELINGS 
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“I felt so worried in the lockdown. I felt 
I could see the Coronavirus everywhere 

around me. It was chasing me.”

Monty
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Artist: Monty
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“This is a hospital with Coronavirus 
patients. This is my mum, she is a nurse, 

looking after patients. These are the flowers 
their families sent. It felt good and scary that 
my mum was helping.”

Ellie
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Artist: Ellie
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“I couldn’t see my best friend, Marlo.  
I felt like being in a glass cage.  

Like a Starbird.”
Alkira
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Artist: Alkira
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“I was worried about lots of people 
in my community. Coronavirus was just 

everywhere. We stayed strong.”

Tom
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Artist: Tom
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“Me rain, and muddy puddles.  
I feel happy.”

Seanna
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Artist: Seanna
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“I was worried about the whole 
world. The Coronavirus was everywhere, 

it felt like no one could hide.”
Zac
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Artist: Zac
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Artist: Mae



THE 
LOCKDOWN
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“I met my teacher in the middle of the 
lockdown. I was so excited. I wanted to go 

back to kinder.”

Clementine
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Artist: Clementine
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“This is the children’s centre 
playground. That’s my friend Finley 

and me playing on the monkey bars. 
During lockdown I came to the children’s 
centre because my mum is a doctor.” 

Inca
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Artist: Inca
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“I loved playing with my family in the 
lockdown. We were full of hearts.”

Finley
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Artist: Finley
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“The spider went up the lines.” 

Simon
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Artist: Simon
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“I came to preschool and washed my 
hands lots and lots.”

Ellie
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Artist: Ellie
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“Me and Mum and Dad at our house  
and slaters.”

Olive
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Artist: Olive
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“This is my dad, Cody, mum and mama 
and Ella and this is my dog. And I only saw 

grandpa for one time.”

Ivy
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Artist: Ivy
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“That’s the Smartboard, we had to copy 
what she was doing. There was only me, 

Adelaide, Phoenix and our teachers. That’s all 
who were there. I like doing the exercises.” 

Sophie
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Artist: Sophie
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“Mum, Rio, Daddy and Aria playing  
with dinosaurs.”

Rio
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Artist: Rio
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“Mum and dad and Maddie and me  
and grandma. We all get to play together.”

Charlotte
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Artist: Charlotte
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“The police are trying to get the cars  
across the border.”

Ivy
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Artist: Ivy
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“The hot sun and we are at home.” 

Zaxon
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Artist: Zaxon
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“Me playing basketball at home.”

James
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Artist: James
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“This is my bed and this is Billy’s  
bed and that’s the kitchen and where we 

keep the shoes and socks and that’s where 
the dogs sleep.”

Milla
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Artist: Milla
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“This is me and this is my real 
monster truck with flames. I got to play 

with it lots.”

Railand



65
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Artist: Evie



OUR 
FAMILIES
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“This is me and my nan playing outside.  
I liked playing with her this year.”

Georgia
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Artist: Georgia
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“Bella, Dad, me, Scarlett, Mum and  
our friends and Charlie. We didn’t see  

them very much.”
Georgia T.
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Artist: Georgia T.
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“My sister Georgia saw a rainbow when  
she was about to climb the cubby house.” 

Scarlett
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Artist: Scarlett
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“Mummy, Daddy, Lexi.”

Lincoln
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Artist: Lincoln
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“This is Dad, Mum, Sophie and me,  
but not Lucy, she had a sleepover  

at Marnie’s.”
Leo
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Artist: Leo
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“It’s Charlie, me, Mum, Bella, Georgia 
and Dad.”

Scarlett
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Artist: Scarlett
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“This is grandma and grandad in the 
hotel and mum got to see them, but  

I didn’t because of the bug.” 

Annie
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Artist: Annie
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“The aeroplane is taking me to school  
and my new house.”

Darcy
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Artist: Darcy
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Artist: Henry



OUR 
HOLIDAY 
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“This is my mum and this is the boat,  
we go on a boat a lot.”

Mac
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Artist: Mac
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“This is a house and we went to 
Sydney and saw Cooper and Ty and we 

didn’t even know they got guns.”

Noah
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Artist: Noah
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Artist: Noah
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Artist: Amala
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“This is our caravan trip but I couldn’t 
think of anything else.” 

Hamish
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Artist: Hamish
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Artist: Hamish
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Artist: Name not provided.
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“I drived to my cousins where we 
were meeting them. It took them a long 

time to arrive. It used to be someone else’s 
house, but now it’s Grandma and Grandad’s. I got 

to go to the beach everyday and had ice cream when 
we were going home. We also saw lots of crabs at the 
beach and only once saw a sea cucumber. My cousin 

tried to eat it.”
Daniel
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Artist: Daniel
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Artist: Riley
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Artist: Rachel
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“I went in a caravan last year for my 
birthday and we’re doing it again at 

Christmas this time.”

Mia
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Artist: Mia
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“The cow is eating some yummy grass.”

Maggie
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Artist: Maggie
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“I did my hand.”

Lachlan
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Artist: Lachlan
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Artist: Gemma
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THANK YOU
 

OMEP Australia extends their heartfelt thanks 
to the children, families and educators for 
their generous contributions and support  

of this project.
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